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Abstract
We consider problems of reasoning with a knowledge-base, which is represented by an ordered binary decision diagram,
for two cases of general and Horn knowledge-bases. Our main results say that both 2nding a model of a knowledge-base
and deducing from a knowledge-base can be done in linear time for a general knowledge-base, but that abduction is
NP-complete even for a Horn knowledge-base. Then, we consider abduction when its assumption set consists of all
propositional literals (i.e., an answer for a given query is allowed to include any positive literals), and show that it can be
done in polynomial time if the knowledge-base is Horn, while it remains NP-complete for the general case. Some other
solvable cases are also discussed.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Logical formulae are traditional means of representing knowledge-bases in arti2cial intelligence [16]. However, it is
known that deduction from a knowledge-base that consists of a set of propositional clauses is co-NP-complete and abduction
is
∑P
2 -complete [8]. By restricting the type of propositional clauses, however, such operations may be performed e>ciently.
For example, it is common to consider Horn clauses, and deduction from a knowledge-base consisting of a set of Horn
clauses can be done in linear time [7]. Abduction from a set of Horn clauses can also be done in linear time if the
assumption set is the set of all propositional literals (i.e., an answer for a given query is allowed to include any positive
literals). Nevertheless, abduction from a Horn knowledge-base is still NP-complete [19] if the assumption set allows
arbitrary restrictions.
Recently, an alternative way of representing a knowledge-base has been proposed, i.e. it uses a subset of its models
called characteristic models (see e.g. [10,11,13,14]). Deduction from a model-based knowledge-base can be performed in
linear time, and abduction is also performed in polynomial time [10]. In addition to these theoretical time complexity,
empirical evaluation also shows its usefulness in the practical sense [11,12].
In this paper, we consider yet another method of knowledge representation, i.e., the use of ordered binary decision
diagrams (OBDDs) [1,2,17]. An OBDD is a directed acyclic graph representing a Boolean function, and can be considered
as a variant of a decision tree. By restricting the order of variable appearances and by sharing isomorphic subgraphs,
OBDDs have the following useful properties:
1. When an ordering of variables is speci2ed, an OBDD has the unique reduced canonical form for each Boolean function.
2. Many Boolean functions appearing in practice can be compactly represented.
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3. When an OBDD is given, satis2ability and tautology of the represented function can be easily checked in constant
time.
4. There are e>cient algorithms for many other Boolean operations on OBDDs.
As a result of these properties, OBDDs are widely used for various practical applications, especially in computer-aided
design and veri2cation of digital systems (see e.g. [4,6,22]).
The manipulation of knowledge-bases by OBDDs (e.g., deduction and abduction) was 2rst discussed by Madre and
Coudert [15], and then basic theoretical questions were examined in [9]. For example, it was shown that, in some cases,
an OBDD-based representation requires exponentially smaller space than the other two (i.e., formula- and model-based
representations). On the other hand, there are also cases in which each of the other two requires exponentially smaller
space than that of an OBDD. Although deduction and abduction are important operations for reasoning [19] and they
have been of central issue in arti2cial intelligence (see e.g., [8,10,14,16,18–20]), their computational complexity on the
OBDD-based representations has been open.
In this paper, we consider the complexity of reasoning with general and Horn knowledge-bases of OBDDs. We 2rst
consider the problem of 2nding a model of a given OBDD. Although it is obvious that a model can be found in polynomial
time for any OBDD, we show that the least model can be output in polynomial time if the given OBDD represents a Horn
knowledge-base. As to deduction with OBDDs, Madre and Coudert discussed the case in which both knowledge and query
are given in OBDD-based representations [15]. It is also natural to assume that the query is given as a logical formula
in conjunctive normal form (CNF), because formula-based queries are easier to understand. We show that deduction in
this case can be done in polynomial time, though a naive algorithm may require exponential time in the input size.
We then discuss abduction with OBDDs. Although enumerating all possible outputs (i.e., explanations for a given
query) may require exponential time [15], it has been unknown whether or not generating only one explanation can be
done in polynomial time. Unfortunately, we show that this problem is NP-complete even if knowledge-bases of OBDDs
are restricted to be Horn. However, for some speci2c cases of the assumption set, we show that abduction from Horn
OBDDs can be done in polynomial time. The 2rst case is that the assumption set contains all propositional literals. The
second case is that the number of variables not in the assumption set is bounded by a constant. We further show that
these two cases remain polynomial time even if there are variables which are constrained to be in the explanation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces de2nitions and basic concepts. The problems of
reasoning with general OBDDs and Horn OBDDs are discussed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notations and basic concepts
We consider a Boolean function f : {0; 1}n → {0; 1}. An assignment is a vector a∈{0; 1}n, whose ith coordinate is
denoted by ai. A model of f is a satisfying assignment a of f, i.e. f(a) = 1, and the theory (f) representing f is the
set of all models of f. Given a; b∈{0; 1}n, we denote by a6 b the usual bitwise ordering; ai6 bi for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n,
where 0¡ 1. A model a is minimal in  if no b∈ satis2es b¡a. Given a subset E ⊆ {1; 2; : : : ; n}, E denotes the
characteristic vector of E; the ith coordinate Ei equals 1 if i∈E and 0 if i ∈ E.
Let x1; x2; : : : ; xn be the n variables of f, where each xi corresponds to the ith coordinate and evaluates to either 0 or
1. Negation of a variable xi is denoted by Lxi. These xi and Lxi are called literals, where xi is a positive literal and Lxi is
a negative literal. A clause is a disjunction of some literals, and a conjunction of clauses is called a conjunctive normal
form (CNF). We say that f is represented by a CNF ’, if f(a) = ’(a) holds for all a∈{0; 1}n. Any Boolean function
can be represented by some CNF, which may not be unique. The size of a CNF ’, denoted by |CNF(’)|, is the number
of literals in ’.
We sometimes do not make a distinction among a function f, its theory (f), and a CNF ’ that represents f,
unless confusion arises. We de2ne a restriction of f by replacing a variable xi by a constant ai ∈{0; 1}, and denote it by
f|xi=ai . Namely, f|xi=ai (x1; : : : ; xn)=f(x1; : : : ; xi−1; ai; xi+1; : : : ; xn) holds. A smoothing of f, denoted by ∃xif, is de2ned as
f|xi=0 ∨f|xi=1. Restriction and smoothing may be applied to many variables. Given a set of variables S ⊆ {x1; x2; : : : ; xn},
∃Sf denotes the smoothing of f to all variables in S.
Denote the bitwise AND operation of assignments a and b by a ∧bit b. For example, if a = (0011) and b = (0101),
then a ∧bit b = (0001). A theory  is Horn if  is closed under operation ∧bit ; i.e., a; b∈ implies a ∧bit b∈. Any
Horn theory  has the least (i.e., unique minimal) model a=
∧
bit b∈ b. We also use the operation ∧bit as a set operation;
(f)∧bit (g) = {a|a= b∧bit c holds for some b∈(f) and c∈(g)}. We often denotes (f)∧bit (g) by f ∧bit g, for
convenience. Note that the two functions f ∧ g and f ∧bit g are diNerent.
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A Boolean function f is Horn if (f) is Horn; equivalently if f ∧bit f = f holds (as sets of models). A clause is
Horn if the number of positive literals in it is at most one, and a CNF is Horn if it contains only Horn clauses. It is
known that a theory  is Horn if and only if  can be represented by some Horn CNF.
Given two Boolean functions f (called a background theory) and  (called a query), deduction is the problem of
deciding whether f |=  (i.e., f∧ L ≡ 0) holds or not. Abduction is the problem of generating an explanation for a given
query. Given a Boolean functions f on n variables X = {x1; x2; : : : ; xn}, a set A ⊆ X (called an assumption set) and a
positive literal xq ∈X (called a query letter), an explanation for (f; A; xq) is a set E ⊆ A such that
(i) f ∧ E is consistent (i.e., f ∧ E ≡ 0) and
(ii) f ∧ E |= xq (i.e., f ∧ E ∧ Lxq ≡ 0),
where f∧E denotes f∧ (∧xi∈E xi). Abduction can be considered as a creative process that starts from consequences and
looks for reasons. By combining (i) and (ii), we can replace (i) by the following restriction:
(i′) f ∧ E ∧ xq ≡ 0.
We may omit some elements of the triple (f; A; xq) unless confusion arises. Since the set E = {xq} always satis2es
restriction (ii), an explanation that contains xq is called trivial. We focus on how to compute a non-trivial explanation
e>ciently. An explanation is minimal if none of whose subsets is an explanation.
Example 2.1. Consider the background theory f = ( Lx1 ∨ Lx3)(x2 ∨ Lx3)( Lx3 ∨ x4)( Lx2 ∨ x3 ∨ Lx4). Given an abductive query
(f; A = {x1; x2; x3; x4}; x4), E1 = {x4} is obtained as a trivial explanation. As for non-trivial explanation, we may 2nd
E2={x3}. Indeed, f∧E2 is consistent, and f∧E2 |= x4. Moreover, E2 is minimal. There is another non-trivial explanation
E3 = {x2; x3}, which is not minimal.
2.2. Ordered binary decision diagrams
An ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is a directed acyclic graph that represents a Boolean function. It has two
sink nodes 0 and 1, called the 0- and the 1-node, respectively (which are together called the constant nodes). Other nodes
are called variable nodes, and each variable node v is labeled by one of the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xn. Let var(v) denote
the label of node v. Each variable node has exactly two outgoing edges, called 0- and 1-edge, respectively. One of the
variable nodes becomes the unique source node, which is called the root node.
Let X = {x1; x2; : : : ; xn} denote the set of n variables. A variable ordering is a total ordering (x(1); x(2); : : : ; x(n)),
associated with each OBDD, where  is a permutation {1; 2; : : : ; n} → {1; 2; : : : ; n}. The level 1 of a variable x(i), denoted
by level(x(i)), is de2ned to be i. Similarly, the level of a node v, denoted by level(v), is de2ned by its label; if node v
has label x(i), level(v) is de2ned to be n − i + 1. That is, the root node is in level n and has label x(1), the nodes in
level n − 1 have label x(2) and so on. The level of the constant nodes is de2ned to be 0. On every path from the root
node to a constant node in an OBDD, each variable appears at most once in the decreasing order of their levels. Thus
each edge from a node v points to a node u satisfying level(u)6 level(v)− 1.
Every node v of an OBDD represents a Boolean function fv, de2ned by the subgraph consisting of those edges and
nodes reachable from v. If node v is a constant node, fv equals to its label. If node v is a variable node, fv is de2ned as
fv = var(v)f0-succ(v) ∨ var(v)f1-succ(v)
by Shannon’s expansion, where 0-succ(v) and 1-succ(v), respectively, denote the nodes pointed by the 0-edge and the
1-edge from node v. The function f represented by an OBDD is the one represented by the root node. Fig. 1 illustrates
three OBDDs representing x3x2 ∨ x1 with a variable ordering (x3; x2; x1). Given an assignment a, the value of f(a) is
determined by following the corresponding path from the root node to a constant node in the following manner: at each
variable node v, one of the outgoing edges is selected according to the assignment avar(v) to the variable var(v). The value
of the function is the label of the 2nal constant node reachable in this manner.
When two nodes u and v in an OBDD represent the same function, and their levels are the same, they are called
equivalent. A node whose 0- and 1-edge both point to the same node is called redundant. An OBDD is called dense
if every variable node v satis2es level(0-succ(v)) = level(1-succ(v)) = level(v) − 1 (i.e., all paths from the root node
to constant nodes visit n + 1 nodes). A dense OBDD having no mutually equivalent nodes is quasi-reduced. An OBDD
which has no mutually equivalent nodes and no redundant nodes is reduced. The OBDDs (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 1 are
1 This de2nition of level may be diNerent from its common use.
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Fig. 1. OBDDs representing x3x2 ∨ x1.
dense, quasi-reduced and reduced, respectively. A reduced OBDD is obtained from a quasi-reduced OBDD by deleting
redundant nodes v and changing their incoming edges e = (u; v) to (u; 0-succ(v)). In the following, we assume that all
OBDDs are reduced, unless otherwise stated.
The size of an OBDD of f, denoted by |OBDD(f)|, is the number of nodes in the OBDD. Given a function f and a
variable ordering, it is known that its reduced OBDD is unique and has the minimum size among all OBDDs of f with
the same variable ordering. The sizes of reduced OBDDs may change depending on the variable orderings [2].
Given an OBDD that represents f, the OBDDs of f|xi=0 and f|xi=1 can be obtained in O(|OBDD(f)|) time [3]. The
size does not increase by a restriction. The technique in [3] is also useful for the restriction to many variables. The
resulting OBDD is obtained in O(|OBDD(f)| + k) time, where k is the number of variables to be restricted. Given two
OBDDs representing f and g with the same variable ordering, applying fundamental logic operators such as f∧ g, f∨ g,
f ⊕ g and f → g, can be performed in O(|OBDD(f)| · |OBDD(g)|) time, and property f6 g can be also checked
in O(|OBDD(f)| · |OBDD(g)|) time [2]. Negation of a function can be done in constant time by introducing attributed
edges (e.g., output inverters) [17]. The equivalence condition f ≡ g can be checked in constant time if we use shared
binary decision diagrams (SBDDs), in which isomorphic subgraphs are shared among two or more OBDDs [17]. Given
an OBDD of f and a set S ⊂ X satisfying ∀xi ∈ S ∀xj ∈ (X − S) level(xj)¿level(xi), the smoothing ∃Sf can be carried
out in O(|OBDD(f)|) time, and the size of the resulting OBDD is O(|OBDD(f)|) [21]. Note that a smoothing to an
arbitrary variable is carried out in O(|OBDD(f)|2) time.
3. Reasoning with general OBDDs
In this section, we consider the complexity of reasoning with general knowledge-bases, which are represented by OBDDs.
In particular, we consider the problems of 2nding a model of a knowledge-base and deducing from a knowledge-base.
Then, we consider the problem of 2nding an abductive explanation. We assume, without loss of generality, that the
variable ordering of a given OBDD is always (xn; xn−1; : : : ; x1).
3.1. Finding a model and deduction with OBDDs
We 2rst consider the problem of 2nding a model of a knowledge-base. By de2nition, paths from the root node to the
1-node of a given OBDD correspond to the models of the theory represented by the OBDD. Algorithm FIND-MODEL
in Fig. 2 outputs one of the models by 2nding a path from the root node to the 1-node. It follows a path by assigning
0 or 1 to variable x‘ in each level ‘. In Step 3, if level(v)¡‘ holds (i.e., fv does not depend on x‘), both 0 and 1
can be assigned (but it selects 0). Otherwise, it 2nds a node v in level ‘. Since node v has both 0- and 1-edge, and
they do not point to the same node (this is because the given OBDD is reduced), at least one of them consists in a path
to the 1-node. If the 0-edge points to the 0-node, the 1-edge is selected (since the 0-edge does not lead to the 1-node).
Otherwise, the 0-edge is selected. Since FIND-MODEL puts higher priority to 0-edges (if both 0-edge and 1-edge lead
to the 1-node), the output gives one of the minimal models. Moreover, it is the least model if a given theory is Horn,
since any Horn theory has the unique minimal model, which is the least model. It is clear that each step can be done in
constant time, and the computation time of Algorithm FIND-MODEL is O(n).
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Fig. 2. Algorithm FIND-MODEL to 2nd a model of an OBDD.
Theorem 3.1. Given an OBDD of a theory (f), a minimal model can be obtained in O(n) time by Algorithm
FIND-MODEL. Moreover, Algorithm FIND-MODEL outputs the least model if (f) is Horn.
Now, we discuss deduction with OBDDs. Madre and Coudert gave the following appealing result, assuming that both
background theory (f) and query  are given as OBDDs.
Lemma 3.1 (Madre and Coudert [15]). Given OBDDs of a theory (f) and a query  which have the same variable
ordering, whether (f) |=  holds or not can be decided in O(|OBDD(f)| · |OBDD()|) time.
Here we consider the case in which a query  is given as a CNF formula. We may apply Lemma 3.1 after constructing
the OBDD of  from its CNF formula. However, this naive algorithm is intractable even when knowledge-bases are
restricted to be Horn. This is because there exists a Horn theory for which the size of CNF is linear in the number of
variables, while the size of the smallest OBDD is exponential [9]. We however show that deduction can be done in linear
time without explicitly constructing the OBDD of .
Theorem 3.2. Given an OBDD of a theory (f) and a CNF formula , whether (f) |=  holds or not can be decided
in O(m|OBDD(f)|+ |CNF()|) time, where m is the number of clauses in .
Proof. Let C1; C2; : : : ; Cm be the m clauses in . By de2nition, the property (f) |=  holds if and only if (f) |= Ci
holds for all i∈{1; 2; : : : ; m}. We assume that Ci is the disjunction described as follows:
Ci =

 ∨
j∈P(i)
xj

 ∨

 ∨
k∈N (i)
Lxk

 ;
where P(i) ∩ N (i) = ∅ holds. Then, the property (f) |= Ci (i.e., f ∧ Ci ≡ 0) holds if and only if
f|xj=0 (∀j∈P(i));xk=1 (∀k∈N (i)) ≡ 0
holds. We can easily check this property since the restriction to the |Ci| variables is done in O(|OBDD(f)|+ |Ci|) time.
Therefore, the check for (f) |=  can be done in O (∑mi=1(|OBDD(f)|+ |Ci|))=O(m|OBDD(f)|+|CNF()|) time.
Therefore, OBDD-based representations can be used in place of traditional knowledge-base systems, even if queries
are given in CNF formulae. A strong point of this approach is that once the OBDD of a knowledge-base is constructed,
any query  can be answered in linear time, even if the knowledge is not Horn. This contrasts with the CNF-based and
model-based approaches, in which the Hornness is assumed.
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3.2. Abduction with general OBDDs
We consider the computational cost of abduction from the OBDD of a general theory. It is known that enumerating all
possible explanations may require exponential time (since there may be exponentially many explanations). The following
theorem says, however, that 2nding only one explanation is already intractable.
Theorem 3.3. Given an OBDD of a theory (f) on n variables X = {x1; x2; : : : ; xn}, an assumption set A ⊆ X , and a
query letter xq ∈X , deciding whether xq has a non-trivial explanation is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is in NP, since we can guess a set E ⊆ A and check whether E is an explanation for xq as follows
in polynomial time. The consistency of f∧E (i.e., f∧E ≡ 0) can be checked by testing the condition f|xi=1 (∀xi∈E) ≡ 0,
where the OBDD of f|xi=1 (∀xi∈E) can be constructed in O(n + |OBDD(f)|) time. Also deduction f ∧ E |= xq can be
checked in polynomial time by Theorem 3.2, since f ∧ E |= xq is equivalent to the property f |= ((∨xi∈E Lxi) ∨ xq).
The proof of the NP-hardness is based on a reduction from the problem of testing non-tautology (NON-TAUTOLOGY)
of a DNF formula ’ =
∨m
i=1 Ti on n variables x1; x2; : : : ; xn (i.e., ’ ≡ 1), where Ti = (
∧
j∈P(i) xj) ∧ (
∧
k∈N (i) Lxk) and
P(i) ∩ N (i) = ∅ for i = 1; 2; : : : ; m. (We assume that no two Ti and Tj are identical for any i = j.) NON-TAUTOLOGY
is a well-known NP-complete problem [5].
We 2rst construct from ’ an OBDD of theory (fA) on 2n+m+1 variables y1; y2; : : : ; y2n+m+1 with variable ordering
(y2n+m+1; y2n+m; : : : ; y1), where fA is de2ned as follows:
fA = Ly 2n+m+1hA ∨ y2n+m+1gA; (1)
hA =
m∨
i=1
((
m∧
j=i+1
y2n+j
)
∧ Ly 2n+i ∧ hA; i
)
; (2)
hA; i =

 ∧
j∈P(i)
Ly 2j−1y2j

 ∧

 ∧
j∈N (i)
y2j−1 Ly 2j

 ∧

 ∧
j∈{1;2;:::; n}−P(i)−N (i)
y2j−1y2j

 (i = 1; 2; : : : ; m); (3)
gA =
(
m∧
j=1
Ly 2n+j
)
∧ g′A;
g′A =
n∧
i=1
( Ly 2i−1y2i ∨ y2i−1 Ly 2i):
In the following, we prove in Lemma 3.2 that fA can be represented by an OBDD of polynomial size in |’|, and in
Lemma 3.3 that there exists a non-trivial explanation for (fA; {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n}; y2n+m+1) if and only if ’ ≡ 1 holds.
Lemma 3.2. The size of the OBDD of fA is O(mn).
Proof. The OBDD of fA is illustrated in Fig. 3, with variable ordering (y2n+m+1; y2n+m; : : : ; y1). For convenience, the
OBDDs of hA;m; hA;m−1; : : : ; hA;1 and g′A are illustrated as triangles. Note that the OBDDs of hA;m; hA;m−1; : : : ; hA;1 and g
′
A
in Fig. 3 may share some nodes. We evaluate their sizes separately (i.e., some nodes in Fig. 3 may be counted more
than once) because our focus is on their upper bounds. Since no two clauses of g′A share variables and each one can be
represented by an OBDD with 3 variable nodes, g′A has an OBDD of size O(n), which implies that the OBDD of gA has
size O(m+ n).
Now, we consider the size of the OBDD of hA. By applying Shannon’s expansion to (2), we obtain
hA = Ly 2n+mhA;m ∨ y2n+m
(
m−1∨
i=1
((
m−1∧
j=i+1
y2n+j
)
∧ Ly 2n+i ∧ hA; i
))
;
which can be rewritten as
hA = h
′
A;m;
h′A; i =
{
Ly 2n+ihA; i ∨ y2n+ih′A; i−1 (i = 1; 2; : : : ; m);
0 (i = 0):
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Fig. 3. OBDD representing fA.
By observing Fig. 3, we can obtain that
|OBDD(hA)|= m+
m∑
i=1
|OBDD(hA; i)|:
Since hA; i is a conjunction of exactly 2n literals, its OBDD has size O(n). Thus, |OBDD(hA)| is O(mn), which implies
that |OBDD(fA)| is O(mn).
Lemma 3.3. There exists a non-trivial explanation for (fA; {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n}; y2n+m+1) if and only if ’ ≡ 1 holds.
Proof. We 2rst prove the only-if-part. Assume that there exists a non-trivial explanation E (⊆ {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n}) such that
both (i′) fA ∧ E ∧ y2n+m+1 ≡ 0 and (ii) fA ∧ E ∧ Ly 2n+m+1 ≡ 0. Since (1) implies
fA ∧ E ∧ y2n+m+1 = gA ∧ y2n+m+1 ∧ E
=
(
n∧
i=1
( Ly 2i−1y2i ∨ y2i−1 Ly 2i)
)
∧
(
m∧
j=1
Ly 2n+j
)
∧ y2n+m+1 ∧ E;
E does not contain both y2i−1 and y2i for any i=1; 2; : : : ; n, since otherwise ( Ly 2i−1y2i ∨y2i−1 Ly 2i)∧E ≡ 0 holds for some
i, contradicting property (i′). Then, we can construct an assignment a∈{0; 1}n satisfying
ai =
{
1 (if y2i ∈E);
0 (if y2i−1 ∈E):
(4)
If E contains neither y2i−1 nor y2i, ai can be assigned arbitrarily.
By de2nition, (1) also implies
fA ∧ E ∧ Ly 2n+m+1 = hA ∧ Ly 2n+m+1 ∧ E
=
m∨
i=1
((
m∧
j=i+1
y2n+j
)
∧ Ly 2n+i ∧ hA; i ∧ Ly 2n+m+1 ∧ E
)
: (5)
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From property (ii), we have(
m∧
j=i+1
y2n+j
)
∧ Ly 2n+i ∧ Ly 2n+m+1 ∧ hA; i ∧ E ≡ 0 (6)
for all i=1; 2; : : : ; m. Since hA; i ∧E does not depend on variables y2n+1; y2n+2; : : : ; y2n+m+1, (6) implies hA; i ∧E ≡ 0. From
(3), there exists j∈P(i) satisfying y2j−1 ∈E or there exists j∈N (i) satisfying y2j ∈E for i=1; 2; : : : ; m. Since E has the
corresponding assignment a de2ned by (4), there exists j∈P(i) satisfying aj =0 or there exists j∈N (i) satisfying aj =1
for every i. Thus, properties (i′) and (ii) mean that there exists an assignment a which does not satisfy any term Ti in ’.
Now, we consider the if-part. Assume that there exists an assignment a satisfying ’(a) = 0. We can construct a set
E ( {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n} satisfying
E = {y2i | ai = 1} ∪ {y2i−1 | ai = 0}: (7)
Since |E ∩ {y2i−1; y2i}| = 1 holds for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, we have gA ∧ E ≡ 0, which implies fA ∧ E ≡ 0. By assumption
’(a) = 0, there exists j∈P(i) satisfying aj = 0 or j∈N (i) satisfying aj = 1 for every i= 1; 2; : : : ; m. Thus, the E de2ned
by (7) satis2es hA; i ∧ E ≡ 0 for all i. From (5), we have fA ∧ E ∧ Ly 2n+m+1 ≡ 0. This shows that E satis2es both (i) and
(ii), and E is a non-trivial explanation for y2n+m+1.
Finally by combining Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we obtain Theorem 3.3.
In many cases, polynomial time algorithms can be obtained by introducing additional constraints on the assumption set.
The following corollary, however, gives a negative result even for a special case that the assumption set is the set of all
propositional literals.
Corollary 3.1. Given an OBDD of a theory (f) on n variables X = {x1; x2; : : : ; xn}, an assumption set A = X , and a
query letter xq ∈X , deciding whether xq has a non-trivial explanation is NP-complete.
Proof. Recall the reduction from ’ to fA in the proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof of Lemma 3.3 can be easily modi2ed to
prove that there exists a non-trivial explanation for (fA; {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n+m+1}; y2n+m+1) if and only if ’ ≡ 1 holds, proving
the corollary statement. For this, let E′ be a non-trivial explanation for (fA; {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n+m+1}; y2n+m+1). By de2nition,
such E′ satis2es (i′) fA∧E′∧y2n+m+1 ≡ 0 and (ii) fA∧E′∧ Ly 2n+m+1 ≡ 0. From (i′) and (1), we have gA∧E′∧y2n+m+1 ≡ 0.
Since gA ∧ yi ≡ 0 holds for i = 2n+ 1; 2n+ 2; : : : ; 2n+ m, E′ cannot contain any of the variables y2n+1; y2n+2; : : : ; y2n+m.
Also E′ cannot contain the variable y2n+m+1 since E′ is a non-trivial explanation. Thus, E′ ⊆ {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n} holds and
E′ is a non-trivial explanation for (fA; {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n}; y2n+m+1). The converse direction is straightforward.
4. Reasoning with Horn OBDDs
In this section, we consider the complexity of reasoning with OBDDs of Horn theories. Since 2nding a model and
deducing from a theory can be done in linear time, for an OBDD of a general theory, we only consider the problem of
2nding an abductive explanation from a Horn OBDD.
4.1. Abduction with Horn OBDDs
By restricting to a Horn knowledge-base, the computational cost for abduction may be reduced. For example, in the
case of CNFs, it becomes NP-complete from
∑P
2 -complete [19]. In the model-based case, polynomial time abduction is
accomplished by making use of the Hornness [10]. However, the following theorem says that abduction is still NP-complete
even if OBDDs are restricted to be Horn.
Theorem 4.1. Given an OBDD of a Horn theory (f) on n variables X = {x1; x2; : : : ; xn}, an assumption set A ⊆ X ,
and a query letter xq ∈X , deciding whether xq has a non-trivial explanation is NP-complete.
Proof. This theorem is proved in a similar way to Theorem 3.3. The problem is in NP as obvious from the discussion
in the proof of Theorem 3.3. The NP-hardness is also proved by a reduction from NON-TAUTOLOGY by constructing
a Horn OBDD that corresponds to a given DNF ’.
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Given a general DNF ’=
∨m
i=1 Ti on n variables x1; x2; : : : ; xn, where Ti =(
∧
i∈P(i) xi)∧ (
∧
i∈N (i) Lxi) and P(i)∩N (i)= ∅
for i=1; 2; : : : ; m, we construct an OBDD of Horn theory (fB) on 2n+m+1 variables y1; y2; : : : ; y2n+m+1 with variable
ordering (y2n+m+1; y2n+m; : : : ; y1), where fB is de2ned as follows:
fB = Ly 2n+m+1hB ∨ y2n+m+1gB; (8)
hB =
(
m∨
j=1
Ly 2n+j
)
∧ h′B; (9)
h′B =
m∧
i=1
((
m∨
j=i+1
Ly 2n+j
)
∨ y2n+i ∨ hB; i
)
;
hB; i =

 ∧
j∈P(i)
Ly 2j−1

 ∧

 ∧
j∈N (i)
Ly 2j

 (i = 1; 2; : : : ; m);
gB =
(
m∧
j=1
y2n+j
)
∧ g′B;
g′B =
n∧
i=1
( Ly 2i−1 ∨ Ly 2i): (10)
In the following, we prove that fB is Horn in Lemma 4.1, that fB can be represented by an OBDD of polynomial
size in Lemma 4.2, and that there exists a non-trivial explanation for (fB; {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n}; y2n+m+1) if and only if ’ ≡ 1
holds, in Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.1. fB is a Horn function.
Proof. Since h′B ∧ (
∧m
i=1 y2n+j) = (
∧m
i=1 y2n+j), we have h
′
B ∧ gB = gB. Thus, (8) can be rewritten as
fB = Ly 2n+m+1h
′
B
(
m∨
j=1
Ly 2n+j
)
∨ y2n+m+1h′BgB: (11)
Since (10) implies gB(
∨m
j=1 Ly 2n+j) ≡ 0, (11) can be further rewritten as
fB = h
′
B
(
y2n+m+1 ∨
(
m∨
j=1
Ly 2n+j
))
( Ly 2n+m+1 ∨ gB)
= h′B
(
y2n+m+1 ∨
(
m∨
j=1
Ly 2n+j
))(
m∧
j=1
(y2n+j ∨ Ly 2n+m+1)
)(
n∧
i=1
( Ly 2i−1 ∨ Ly 2i ∨ Ly 2n+m+1)
)
:
All clauses (y2n+m+1 ∨ (∨mj=1 Ly 2n+j)), (y2n+j ∨ Ly 2n+m+1), and ( Ly 2i−1 ∨ Ly 2i ∨ Ly 2n+m+1) in this formula are Horn. Also, the
Hornness of h′B is con2rmed by applying the distributive law x ∨ (y ∧ z) = (x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ z):
h′B =

 m∧
i=1
∧
j∈P(i)
((
m∨
k=i+1
Ly 2n+k
)
∨ y2n+i ∨ Ly 2j−1
) ∧

 m∧
i=1
∧
j∈N (i)
((
m∨
k=i+1
Ly 2n+k
)
∨ y2n+i ∨ Ly 2j
) :
Therefore, fB is also Horn.
Lemma 4.2. The size of the OBDD of fB is O(mn).
Proof. The OBDD of fB is illustrated in Fig. 4, with the variable ordering (y2n+m+1; y2n+m; : : : ; y1). Since the size of the
OBDD of g′B is O(n), the size of the OBDD of gB is O(m+ n). By applying Shannon’s expansion, (9) can be rewritten
as hB = h′B;m, where
h′B; i =
{
Ly 2n+ihB; i ∨ y2n+ih′B; i−1 (i = 1; 2; : : : ; m);
0 (i = 0):
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Fig. 4. OBDD representing fB.
Since hB; i is a conjunction of at most n literals, its OBDD has size O(n). Thus, the size |OBDD(hB)| is O(mn), which
implies that the size |OBDD(fB)| is O(mn).
Lemma 4.3. There exists a non-trivial explanation for (fB; {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n}; y2n+m+1) if and only if ’ ≡ 1 holds.
Proof. The if-part can be proved in a similar way to Lemma 3.3. Thus, we prove the only-if-part. Assume that there
exists a set E (⊆ {y1; y2; : : : ; y2n}) satisfying (i′) fB ∧ E ∧ y2n+m+1 ≡ 0 and (ii) fB ∧ E ∧ Ly 2n+m+1 ≡ 0. Since E cannot
contain both y2i−1 and y2i for any i= 1; 2; : : : ; n, we again construct the assignment a∈{0; 1}n de2ned by (4) in Lemma
3.3. By a similar argument to the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have(
Ly 2n+m+1
(
m∧
j=i+1
y2n+j
)
Ly 2n+i
)
(hB; i ∧ E) ≡ 0 (12)
for all i=1; 2; : : : ; m. Since (hB; i∧E) does not depend on variables y2n+1; y2n+2; : : : ; y2n+m+1, (12) implies hB; i(∧yj∈E yj) ≡ 0.
This means that there exists j∈P(i) satisfying y2j−1 ∈E or there exists j∈N (i) satisfying y2j ∈E for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; m.
Thus, by considering the construction rule of E in (4), there exists an assignment a which does not satisfy any Ti
in ’.
Finally by combining Lemmas 4.1–4.3 we obtain Theorem 4.1.
Now, we consider a special case in which the assumption set A consists of all propositional literals, i.e., A=X . Although
abduction under such condition is still NP-complete for a general OBDD (Corollary 3.1), we show below that it can be
done in quadratic time if the OBDD is Horn.
A non-trivial explanation E (⊆ X − {xq}) satis2es the above condition (i′) f ∧ E ∧ xq ≡ 0 if and only if there exists
a model a∈(f) that satis2es aq = 1 and ai = 1 for all xi ∈E, i.e.,
(I) ∃a[q] ∈(f|xq=1) such that a[q]¿ E ,
where a[q] denotes the vector composed of all the components of a but aq. Similarly, E satis2es condition (ii) f ∧E ∧ Lxq
≡ 0 if and only if
(II) ∀b[q] ∈(f|xq=0) b[q]  E .
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Fig. 5. OBDD representing f.
This tells that we can 2nd such an explanation by checking, for each subset E ⊆ X −{xq}, whether both (I) and (II) are
satis2ed or not. Although there may be exponentially many E’s, this naive algorithm gives a key to our algorithm.
Assume that we can 2nd a set E (⊆ X − {xq}) satisfying (II) and
(I′) ∃a[q] ∈(f|xq=1) such that a[q] = E .
Since such E obviously satis2es both (I) and (II), it is a non-trivial explanation. As for the converse direction, i.e., the
case in which no E satis2es both (I′) and (II) at the same time, we assume that there exists a non-trivial explanation E1
(⊆ X − {xq}). Since E1 satis2es (I), there exists a set E2 satisfying ∃a[q] ∈(f|xq=1) such that a[q] = E2¿ E1 . Namely,
E2 satis2es (I′). Since E1 satis2es (II), E2¿ E1 implies that E2 also satis2es (II), contradicting the assumption that no
E satis2es both (I′) and (II). Thus, in this case, the abductive query has no non-trivial explanation.
Consider a model a[q] ∈(f|xq=1) and a model b[q] ∈(f|xq=0) satisfying a[q]6 b[q]. Since a= (a[q]; 1) and b= (b[q]; 0)
are models of (f), where the last component corresponds to xq, the Horn property of f says that a ∧bit b = (a[q]; 0) is
also a model. In other words, if E satis2es (I′) and ∃b[q] ∈(f|xq=0) b[q]¿ E (i.e., E does not satisfy (II)), then we
have ∃c[q] ∈(f|xq=0) c[q] = E . Thus, if E satis2es (I′) and
(II′) ∀c[q] ∈(f|xq=0) c[q] = E ,
then E satis2es both (I′) and (II). Conversely, if E satis2es (I′) and (II), it is clear that E satis2es (I′) and (II′). Condition
(I′) says that E is a model of f|xq=1. Similarly, (II′) says that E is a model of f|xq=0. Therefore, we can obtain a
non-trivial explanation E by 2nding a model E of f∗ = f|xq=1 ∧ f|xq=0. That is, we can conclude that there exists no
non-trivial explanation if and only if f∗ ≡ 0 holds.
As noted in Section 2.2, an OBDD representing f|xq=0 (resp., f|xq=1) can be obtained in O(|OBDD(f)|) time from the
OBDD of f. The size does not increase by restrictions f|xq=0 and f|xq=1. Negation can be done in constant time. Since
the OBDD of g ∧ h can be obtained from the OBDDs of g and h in O(|OBDD(g)| · |OBDD(h)|) time, the OBDD of f∗
can be obtained in O(|OBDD(f)|2) time. Using this OBDD, we can easily check the condition f∗ ≡ 0, i.e., the existence
of a non-trivial explanation. Moreover, if f∗ ≡ 0 holds, we can obtain the characteristic vector of an explanation by
applying Algorithm FIND-MODEL to the OBDD of f∗. The argument so far establishes the next theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Given an OBDD of a Horn theory (f) on n variables X ={x1; x2; : : : xn}, the assumption set A=X , and
a query letter xq, a non-trivial explanation for (f) can be obtained in O(|OBDD(f)|2) time, if there is any.
Example 4.1. Consider the function f in Example 2.1. The OBDD of f is illustrated in Fig. 5, with variable ordering
(x4; x3; x2; x1). Given an abductive query (f; A= {x1; x2; x3; x4}; x4), f∗ is obtained as
f∗ = f|x4=1 ∧ f|x4=0 = ( Lx1 ∨ Lx3)(x2 ∨ Lx3)( Lx2 ∨ x3)x3 = Lx1x2x3:
Since f∗ has a model 011, we have a non-trivial explanation E = {x2; x3}.
Once a non-trivial explanation is obtained, a minimal non-trivial explanation can be found in a manner similar to the
model-based abduction; eliminate unnecessary propositional literals in turn while maintaining condition (II).
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Corollary 4.1. Given an OBDD of a Horn theory (f) on n variables X = {x1; x2; : : : xn}, the assumption set A = X ,
and a query letter xq, a minimal non-trivial explanation for (f) can be obtained in O(|OBDD(f)|2) time, if there is
any.
4.2. Polynomial time abduction with Horn OBDDs
Theorem 4.2 gives a special case in which a non-trivial explanation for Horn abduction can be obtained in polynomial
time. In this section, we derive more re2ned analysis of computation time after introducing two constraints on explanations
E. This reveals a more general case in which explanations can be obtained in polynomial time.
(1) We may specify an additional set S (⊆ A) which must be included in E.
(2) We may use a subset A ⊆ X as the assumption set, if A satis2es a certain condition:
T1 = {xi | xi ∈ (X − A− {xq}) and ∃xj ∈A such that level(xj)¡level(xi)}:
Note that Theorem 4.1 states the intractability of considering arbitrary assumption sets A. Condition (2) says that we
may have a constant number of variables in X − A− {xq} that appear in higher levels than some variable in A, and that
we may have an arbitrary number of variables in (X − A − {xq}) − T1, that appear in lower levels than any variable
in A.
Theorem 4.3. Let G be an OBDD of a Horn theory (f) on n variables X ={x1; x2; : : : xn}, A (⊆ X ) be an assumption
set, xq be a query letter, and S be a subset of A. Let T1 = {xi | xi ∈ (X − A− {xq}) and ∃xj ∈A such that level(xj)¡
level(xi)}. Then, a non-trivial explanation E for (f; A; xq) satisfying S ⊆ E can be obtained in O(|OBDD(f)|2|T1|+1)
time, if there is any.
Proof. A set E satisfying S ⊆ E ⊆ A is an explanation for (f; A; xq) if and only if E − S is an explanation for
(f|xi=1 (∀xi∈S); A − S; xq). We can construct the OBDD of f1 = f|xi=1 (∀xi∈S) in O(|OBDD(f)|) time, and its size is
O(|OBDD(f)|).
Now, E is an explanation for (f1; A− S; xq) if and only if E is an explanation for (∃X−A−{xq}f1; A− S; xq). We apply
smoothing operations (de2ned in Section 2.1) to the variables in sets T1 and T2 = (X −A−{xq})−T1. If T2 = ∅, we 2rst
apply the smoothing operation to T2, and obtain the OBDD of f2=∃T2f1. The smoothing operation can be applied at once,
since the variables in T2 constitute the bottom part of the OBDD. The resulting OBDD is obtained in O(|OBDD(f)|)
time, and its size is still O(|OBDD(f)|). We then apply smoothing operations to T1:
f3 = ∃T1f2 = ∃x1∃x2 : : :∃x|T1|f2;
where T1 = {x1; x2; : : : ; x|T1|} holds. Since a smoothing to one variable is carried out in O(|OBDD(f)|2) time and the
resulting OBDD has size O(|OBDD(f)|2), the OBDD of f3 is obtained in O(|OBDD(f)|2|T1|) time, and its size is
O(|OBDD(f)|2|T1|).
If a function g is Horn, g|xi=0, g|xi=1 and ∃xi g are also Horn. This implies that f1, f2 and f3 are all Horn. Thus, we
can apply the algorithm of Theorem 4.2, and obtain a non-trivial explanation for (f3; A− S; xq).
Note that Theorem 4.2 is a special case of Theorem 4.3 with S = T1 = T2 = ∅. It also says that, if |T1| is bounded by a
constant, an explanation can be obtained in polynomial time. The idea in Theorem 4.3 can be also applied to abduction
from Horn CNFs. We, however, emphasize the diNerence that |T2| can be of any size (i.e., it can be O(n)) for the OBDD
case, while both |T1| and |T2| (and also |X − A− {xq}|) have to be bounded by a constant for the CNF case.
In contrast with Corollary 4.1, a minimal non-trivial explanation which contains the speci2ed variables in S may not
be obtained in quadratic time. This is because no minimal non-trivial explanations derived from the obtained explanation
may contain all of the speci2ed variables.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the problems of reasoning with general and Horn knowledge-bases, which are represented
by OBDDs. We showed that 2nding a model of a knowledge-base and deducing from a knowledge-base can both be
done in linear time for the general case. However, it turned out that abduction is NP-complete even if the knowledge-base
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is restricted to be Horn. We emphasize here that abduction from general OBDDs is NP-complete, while abduction from
general CNFs is
∑P
2 -complete [8]. As to model-based representation, the polynomial time abduction is due to the Hornness
(i.e., the restriction on the classes of dealing knowledge) [10]. By imposing some conditions on the assumption set, it
was shown that abduction from Horn OBDDs can be done in polynomial time. The 2rst condition is that the assumption
set A contains all propositional literals. This condition is then relaxed to that there exist a constant number of variables
which are not in A and appear in higher levels than some variable in A. It was also pointed out that a set of variables can
be speci2ed such that they should be included in the explanation. The condition on the levels of variables are strongly
related to the structure of OBDDs. Thus, in the practical sense, we should address heuristic approaches such as dynamic
variable ordering [21].
OBDDs are dominatingly used in the 2eld of computer-aided design and veri2cation of digital systems. This is because
many Boolean functions which we encounter in practice can be compactly represented, and many operations on OBDDs
can be e>ciently performed. To make the knowledge-base of OBDDs more practice, developing a practical algorithm for
abduction should be addressed in the further work.
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